
Physically 
Distant: 

Still Connected

Building and Sustaining Relationships with Children 
Thursday, June   12:30-2:00



Goals
● Prepare ourselves for engagement and connecting with children.
● Acknowledge that the COVID crisis has been stressful for us 

personally and professionally.
● Share ideas about supporting social and emotional development.
● Analyze interactions between children and teachers, and apply 

them to our future work. 
● Lessen our fears of the unknown as we reopen.
● Develop strategies for preparing children and families for 

reopening.



Norms & Agreements
● Don’t be afraid to acknowledge that we don’t know. 
● Look at our work with a strengths-based lens.
● Share ideas - we are all learners.
● Stay engaged.

_________________________________________________________

● Use the chat box.
● Raise your hand.
● Pull corners to window fill computer screen to see videos
● Mute when not speaking
● Have a notebook nearby



Introductions
Name, role, age level, where you work 

What are you most concerned about related to children’s social and emotional 
relationships and interactions as we move toward reopening? 

We will go into breakout rooms in groups of 4. You will have 1 minute each to 
share. We will signal you when you need to come back. When you get back, 
put your concerns in the chat box. 



Video Analysis #1
1. What is working here? What is the child getting that is positive and supports a 

feeling of safeness in the teacher-child relationship?

2. What might a teacher need to do differently if they were wearing a mask 
or trying to support physical distancing in the classroom?



Video #1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1g2JiLvkha1TVBnWmIWl6cQLzZ6koF-rm/preview


Video Analysis #1
When you get into the break out room, assign someone to be timekeeper. Each person has 1 minute to respond to each 
question. Do one question at a time. Then after each person has spoken, move to the next question. Might jot them 
down.

1. What is working here? What is the child getting that is positive and supports a 
feeling of safeness in the teacher-child relationship?

2. What might a teacher need to do differently if they were wearing a mask 
or trying to support physical distancing in the classroom?



Preparing Ourselves

● How will you prepare? 
● What do you want to preserve about your interactions with children that 

supports a feeling of safety and connection?



Preparing the Environment
How you prepare the classroom builds connection to the environment, to peers, to you. 

● Shelf spaces that are personalized
● Use photos of children and teachers 

with own families
● Wear a photo of yourself with no mask 
● Focus on feelings and images that 

illustrate them
● Simple, pared down environment to 

create calm
● Explicit Presentations of materials



Simplify 



Personalized Materials



Preparing Children
What have you learned from remote learning that  you can apply to preparing 
children for a new relational routine? What were some of your best surprises?

What kind of communication can you do before the children arrive to build 
connection?

Put your ideas in the chat box.



Preview and Prepare
● Letters to children and families with photos of the 

space, teachers (we used to do this!)
● Phone calls home.
● Video tour of arrival, children’s spaces, etc.
● Social Story - Boulder Journey School example 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XkHp4-tgbh862C5-yN8nQnZoEp2deuZR/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XkHp4-tgbh862C5-yN8nQnZoEp2deuZR/view


Protecting Relationships - Language Matters
Reinforce, Remind, Redirect

● Reinforce - Support, not demand. Notice what is going well.
● Remind - Show me/us how….
● Redirect - We often jump here too soon, and it can become 

punitive or policing.

“Collective Alarm” 



Reinforce, Remind, Redirect - Transitions
Reinforcing  Reminding  Redirecting

“I notice everyone is putting 
the toys away”
 
“I see you/everyone has their 
coat on!”
 
“I noticed everyone lined up 
quickly.”
 
“I see you sitting criss cross 
on the rug.”

 “Remember when you hear 
the chime, we are going to 
clean up”
 
“Remember first wash your 
hands, then get your snack.”
 
“Show me how to line up 
with a calm body.”
 
“Show me how you sit criss 
cross on the rug.”

“We are cleaning up now.”
 
 “All done playing.”
 
“Hats go on your head.”
 
“We are on the rug now.”



Distancing as Kindness and Caring
Remind, Reinforce, and Redirect children about distancing - to minimize 
“policing” and fear.  Rather than, “Stop!”,  “Move back!” or “Get away from them.”

Reinforcing  Reminding  Redirecting

“I notice you gave X plenty of 
room, as you walked to your 
cubby ”
 
“I see that you have found a 
piece of tape to sit on.”

“You walked over with plenty 
of space.”

 “Remember we are giving 
people space to care about 
them”

“Show me how you  care for 
your friends, while we  . . . 
(line up, get materials, move 
throughout the room).

“We are taking care of each 
other by making space 
between our bodies.”
 
 “Leave enough space for a 
lion (pool noodle, etc) to fit 
between you.”
 



Answering Children’s ‘Why’ Questions
Children will return with varying amounts of information and 
understanding about the novel coronavirus.  They might not be 
able to transfer what they know to the classroom without 
teacher support.  They will ask many ‘Why’ questions:

● Why is the ________ area closed? 
● Why do we have to sit so far apart? 
● Why can’t we build together? 
● Why . . . . . . ?



Answering Children’s ‘Why’ Questions
Acknowledge feelings and explain.  For example: 

● “It is disappointing to not be able to use unit blocks.  Remember, in 
order to take good care of one another, each toy needs to be cleaned 
before another friend uses it.  So, for now,  we cannot share the blocks 
or build together as we would be touching materials together and that 
could pass germs.”  



Inviting Connection, Maintaining Interaction
What are familiar practices from before remote learning that you can use and 
integrate into your day? What will you be doing with your body? 

● Tone
● “Temperature” (take your own emotional temperature)
● Touch

● “Breeze by” connecting  - for children and each other
● “Hunker down” connecting
● Thumbs up, eye contact



What will group time look like?

●  “Micro meetings”- Keep routines short

● Explicit and gentle presentations on new 
routines and old, familiar materials.

● Room dividers to create meeting spaces

● Use of gesture 

● Name games and songs, no-touch 
greetings

● Incorporate movement



Curriculum Detour: Big Idea EYES
● Anti-bias, self-awareness and unique 

features, awareness of others



Curriculum Detour: Feelings and Sign Language
Create an exploration of identifying feelings and discovering ways to express 
feelings if facial cues are covered by masks. 

● Revisit Second Step Cards and lessons
● Create signs/cards
● Teach sign language for feelings 
● Feelings books and songs - practicing sign language



Our Eyes: Use 
Documentation 
to Make 
Learning Visible



Video Analysis #2
When you get into the break out room, assign someone to be timekeeper. Each person has 1 minute

1. What is working here? What is the child getting that is positive and supports a 
feeling of safeness in the teacher-child relationship?

2. What might a teacher need to do differently if they were wearing a mask 
or trying to support physical distancing in the classroom?



Video #2

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1IG2_MzYf5BtGyBsMEXYU1B5ISgAqosMX/preview


Video Analysis #2
When you get into the break out room, assign someone to be timekeeper. Each person has 1 minute to respond to each 
question. Do one question at a time. Then after each person has spoken, move to the next question. Might jot them 
down.

1. What is working here? What is the child getting that is positive and supports a 
feeling of safeness in the teacher-child relationship?

2. What might a teacher need to do differently if they were wearing a mask 
or trying to support physical distancing in the classroom?



Future Directions & Resources
Next steps to prepare:

● Simple Interactions https://www.simpleinteractions.org
● Responsive Classroom- The Power of Our Words and 

https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/maintaining-a-positive-community-remotely/ 
and, https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/reinforcing-reminding-and-redirecting/

● 2nd Step https://www.secondstep.org/second-step-social-emotional-learning
● Big Idea Guides  www.somervilleearlyed.com
● Environment Workshop www.somervilleearlyed.com
● Early Years Project - Tip Sheets www.somervilleearlyed.com
● Social Stories  www.somervilleearlyed.com

https://www.simpleinteractions.org/
https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/maintaining-a-positive-community-remotely/
https://www.responsiveclassroom.org/reinforcing-reminding-and-redirecting/
https://www.secondstep.org/second-step-social-emotional-learning
http://www.somervilleearlyed.com
http://www.somervilleearlyed.com
http://www.somervilleearlyed.com
http://www.somervilleearlyed.com


Coaching Office Hours 
If you would like to continue the conversation and bounce ideas around with 
the coaches, please join us for virtual Office Hours.

Monday, June 22nd  -  11:00am -  1:00pm

Wednesday, June 24 -  1:00pm - 3:00pm 

You can enter and exit as your time permits.  Join us here: 

https://k12somerville.zoom.us/j/92147458124?pwd=M0wvbmJTZ1pSd0tTUDlGMVMvNm1aZz09

https://k12somerville.zoom.us/j/92147458124?pwd=M0wvbmJTZ1pSd0tTUDlGMVMvNm1aZz09


Bonus Photos!



Teacher Made Work Mats



Making Individual 
Kits



Individual Tray Work



Individual Book 
Baskets



Book Boats



Chat Box Comments from June 18th
Physical Distance

Concerns: How to calm the children down without physical touch, How to comfort children, how to run a family childcare, conflict 
resolution, children want to be together, Teachers putting themselves at risk, becoming frontline/essential workers, all the weight that 
comes with that

Suggestions: To support children, we must figure out what the child needs emotionally and help them feel safe, Prepare children for 
new classroom systems without having to police them throughout the day, Redirect children gently while using intentional language 
from physically touching, Help children naturally distance and make new things routine without stigma, Use hula-hoops to distance the 
children, Create a social story of what the day might look like when going back, Walk through space to show children what has 
changed and what is the same, make a video of classroom modifications before opening to share with students, Use picture cards for 
new clean up routine to support children with what they need to be doing independently.



Chat Box Comments from June 18th
Staying Connected

Concerns: How teacher stress level will affect them and will affect the kids. Hope teachers will get the support they need, How to meet 
emotional needs like we used to and for myself, the educator, not being able to socialize with my coworkers, how to support parents 
support children because parents are anxious, no hugs, impact of parents’ and teachers’ anxiety on children, As a trainer for family 
childcare, I have not met the children or teachers, so it will be a challenge.

Suggestions: Bring fun and joy into the learning environment, Zoom video showing how we operate and what the environment looks 
like, Weekly Zoom meetings with families, use this time to walk through space with families, Children enjoy Zoom as a way to connect 
with one another- relationships matter, Continue parent involvement, as done in remote learning, by sending curriculum home for 
parents to access, Use facial expressions over Zoom to convey emotions, Think about ways to share interesting discoveries with 
friends, Think of ways to share student work with peers, at group time or by taking a photograph, Have tablet or computer available for 
first few days to review prior Zoom meetings for infants, Use puppets, Teacher tone



Chat Box Comments from June 18th
Masks

Concerns: How to be expressive, how to be comfortable, how to see facial expressions, how to hear

Suggestions: Familiarizing children with masks on Zoom prior to reopening so children get used to seeing you and hearing you, Zoom 
read aloud with mask on, Use more sign language while wearing a mask, signs and gestures, Using songs for clean-up to get kids’ 
attention since it may be hard to hear a teacher wearing a mask, Being at child-level will help them see our faces or at least eyes, Use 
visual cues/sign language to remind children to speak up while they are wearing masks.

 

Shared Resource: https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/resources/index.html

https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/resources/index.html

